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The core of the global cultural revolution is the deliberate confusion of sexual norms. It is the

culmination of a metaphysical revolution as wellâ€”a shifting of the fundamental ground upon which

we stand and build a culture. Instead of desire being subjected to natural, social, moral, and

transcendent orders, the identity of man and woman is dissolved, and free rein given to the

maximum fulfillment of polymorphous urges, with no ultimate purpose or meaning.Gabriele Kuby

surveys gender ideology and LGBT demands, the devastating effects of pornography and

sex-education, attacks on freedom of speech and religion, the corruption of language, and much

more. From the movementâ€™s trailblazers to the post-Obergefell landscape, she documents in

meticulous detail how the tentacles of a budding totalitarian regime are slowly gripping the world in

an insidious stranglehold. Here on full display are the re-education techniques of the new

permanent revolution, which has migrated from politics and economics to sex. Kubyâ€™s

courageous work is a call to action for all well-meaning people to redouble their efforts to preserve

freedom of religion, freedom of speech, and the freedom of parents to educate their children

according to their own beliefs. â€œMrs. Kuby is a brave warrior against ideologies that ultimately

result in the destruction of man.â€•â€”POPE BENEDICT XVIâ€œAs the carnage of untrammeled

sexual license piles up in cultures that have embraced sexual revolutionary ideology, we need the

kind of sober and thoughtful analysis Gabriele Kuby provides. Her work will help readers understand

that false visions of freedom are highways to slavery, and that true freedom is to be found in

self-mastery and virtue.â€•â€”ROBERT P. GEORGEâ€œGabriele Kuby maps the topography of

horror that sex unleashed from the moral order visits upon any society that allows it. She also offers

a strong, much-needed dose of moral realism that offers a way out of an otherwise totalitarian

result.â€•â€”ROBERT R. REILLY
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Professor Kuby has done a very careful and detailed compilation of the vagaries of the sexual

disorder of our times. How has it happened that centuries of human sexual behavior understood as

conjugal between man and women leading to children has suddenly been displaced by sexuality

accepted as orgasmic gratification alone? Her strategy is to demonstrate a philosophical

progression from the French Enlightenment , visiting all the usual suspects, to the present state of

sexual chaos. From Natural Law(Aristotle and Aquinas) through Nietzsche and Marx to the feminists

such as Judith Butler and many more. The second part of her project is to show that traditional

views of sexuality have not only been upended but that the powerful agencies who rule us are now

imposing by force of law and social censure the new sexuality. These agencies are government,the

rock music industry,Hollywood and so forth. Legal sanctions are increasingly used to force

conformity to the new sexuality.Professor Kuby defends a traditional view of sexuality:The family is

the foundation of society and thus necessary for the continuation of the race and for whatever

cultural shapes are possible. Uncontrolled and deviant sexual behavior--Eros unchained --is a threat

to the family and to society.All cultures have understood this and have instituted by law and custom

restraints to protect the family. These have now been thrown over.With traditional philosophy, she

argues that absolute autonomy is a false and dangerous conception of freedom, one which has led

to the present morass. Such "freedom is,in fact, un-freedom from which we are reaping the

consequences.

This German-language work has now been translated into English. It offers fascinating insights into

how and why western societies have changed so much in just the last fifty years, and changed for

the worse. WARNING: The contents are sobering, and do not make pleasant bedtime



reading.Author Gabriele Kuby considers the agendas of the Global Sexual Revolution as driven by

various goals. (pp. 230-231). These include a desire for: 1). Rootless people that can be

manipulated by increasingly-globalist governments; 2). Reduction in global population growth; 3).

Helping Western nations sink into a â€œdemographic winterâ€•; 4). The elimination of religion,

especially Christianity; and 5). The removal of â€œheterosexual normativityâ€•, which some

desperately rebel against.SEXUAL REPRESSION?A standard trope of the sexual revolution is that

traditional sexual morality is repressive and that sexual permissiveness is liberating. Precisely the

opposite is true. Author Gabriele Kuby (p. 10) cites the 1934 work of anthropologist J. D. Unwin,

SEX AND CULTURE. She comments on it, â€œThe results in a nutshell: the greater the sexual

restrictions, the higher the cultural level; the fewer the sexual restrictions, the lower the cultural level.

If one looks at the development of our society, it appears this principle is being confirmed once

more.â€•A TOP-DOWN REVOLUTION: BY PROPAGANDAKuby stresses the fact that the new

Global Sexual Revolution is being incrementally imposed by a relatively small group of cultural

elites. (p. 49). It is based in part on the deception and desensitization of the masses, and partly by

force. As an example of both, she elaborates on the content of the ACTIVISTâ€™S GUIDE TO THE

YOGYAKARTA PRINCIPLES (AG). (p. 79).
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